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THE  THEORY THAT THE STUDY USED IS BASED ON HOWARD 
GARDNER’S MULTIPLE THEORY OF INTELLIGENCES 



This study attempted to determine the MI’s of the SHS of 
USANT. Specifically, it sought to answer the following 
questions:

1. What is the profile of the SHS in terms of a) Age b) Sex
c) Track/Strand d) School they where they completed their   
JHS

2. What is the extent of their MI’s  as practiced in the classroom 
activities for developing the ffg: a) Visual/spatial intelligence b) 
verbal/linguistic intelligence c) logical/mathematical 
intelligence d) bodily/kinesthetic intelligence e) 
musical/rythmic intelligence f) interpersonal intelligence g) 
intrapersonal intelligence h) naturalistic intelligence i.) 
existential intelligence, as assessed by the students 



3. Is there a significant relationship in the practice of 
activities on the MI’s of SHS students when grouped 
according to profile?

4. Is there a relationship between the respondents’ 
dominant intelligence and the choice of track/strand?

5. What instructional activities can be developed to 
enhance the Multiple intelligences of the students of 
USANT?



• The study covered the enrolled senior high school students 
of school year 2017-2018. The total number of respondents 
of the study were 464 or 80.28 of the total population (578).

• Descriptive analysis was used to organize and present the 
profile of the senior high school students as well as the 
extent of their multiple intelligences.

• Inferential analysis was utilized to determine the significant 
relationship between the respondent’s dominant intelligence 
and choice of track or strand and the significant relationship  
of their Multiple intelligences according to profile.



The statistical tools used were the
following:

• Frequency counts
• Percentage technique
• Rank ordering
• Weighted mean
• Chi-Square



• Findings 1
a. 53% of the students are 16 years old, 

52 % are males and 48% are
females

b. 94.61% enrolled in the academic 
track and 5.39% enrolled in TechVoc

c. 64.87% were junior high school 
completers from USANT



• Findings 2: Assessment of MI’s
Intelligence AWM VI

a) Existential intelligence 3.98 VO

b) Intrapersonal intelligence 3.68 VO

c) Naturalist intelligence 3.57 VO

d) Interpersonal intelligence 3.55 VO

e) Bodily/kinesthetic intelligence 3.40 VO

f) Visual/spatial intelligence 3.33 VO

g) Logical/mathematical intelligence 3.07 O

h) Linguistic/verbal intelligence 3.06 O

i) Musical intelligence 2.91 O



• Findings 3
a. Students dominant intelligence is an essential 

factor in determining the track/strand he/she 
should pursue in senior high school.

b. A significant relationship exists in the classroom 
activities developing the multiple intelligences of 
SHS when grouped according to profile.

c. A proposed instructional activities was made to 
help administrators and teachers enhance the MI’s 
of students. 



CONCLUSIONS



1. Majority of the respondents were 16 years old, male, enrolled
in Academic track and Junior high school completers of
USANT.

2. Among the nine intelligences, existential ranked first,
followed by intrapersonal, naturalist, interpersonal and bodily-
kinesthetic in second, third, fourth and fifth places,
respectively. All were verbally interpreted as “very often”.
Sixth is visual-spatial, seventh is logical-mathematical, eighth
is linguistic and last in rank is musical.



3. A student’s dominant intelligence is an
essential factor in determining the track/strand
he/she should pursue in senior high school.

4. Significant differences exist in the multiple
intelligences of senior high school students
when grouped according to profile.



5. The proposed instructional activities would help
administrators and teachers enhance the multiple
intelligences of the students.



RECOMMENDATIONS



1. A comprehensive program of activities on senior high school
students of the University of Saint Anthony can be implemented
to continuously increase the number of enrollees from lower to
higher level of education.

2. Educators must continue to investigate how senior high
school students of University of Saint Anthony will learn to
appreciate the beauty of nature, the student’s interest and
developmental needs to use their distinctive learning styles and
strengths to make learning more valuable to each student.



3. The academic community and the parents should place equal
attention on individual students who show gifts in the various
intelligences building models, dance, make collaborative
decisions, create songs, solve deductive reasoning problems,
red, write, and illustrate their talents with the emphasis on
learning rather than teaching. The student’s interests and
developmental needs must be given priority importance to
facilitate effective learning.

4. The proposed instructional activities are implemented to
improve the multiple intelligences of the senior high school
students of the University of Saint Anthony, Iriga City.



“Everybody is a genius
But if you judge a fish

by its ability to climb a tree
it will live its whole life

Believing that it is stupid.
-Albert Einstein
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